


Willie Nelson and Frank Sinatra Adam Rohrer 
stereo fixed media 

 
Favorable Odds Mark Phillips 

Andrea Cheeseman, clarinet 
 

Circumference Paul Leary 
Paul Leary, flute/wheels 

 
Capsule Jeffrey Hass 

ballet-based 3D video with original computer music 
 

Butterfly in a Jar Xenia Zemskaja 
Xenia Zemskaja, voice 

 
...a handful of dust Ben Fuhrman 

stereo fixed media 
 

can’t Mark Snyder 
Sam Wells, trumpet 

 
Sea Foam Cotton Undertoes Hunter Ewen 

tape and mixed instrumental ensemble 
 

Set Me As A Seal Michael James Olson 
Jacksonville University Singers; Tim Snyder, director 

 
 

 
 
 
Willie Nelson and Frank Sinatra is inspired by my two dogs, Willie Nelson and Frank Sinatra. 
 
Adam Rohrer is a 25-year-old guitarist and music business student at Jacksonville University. 
Adam has been playing the guitar for over 15 years, and has been active involved in the 
Jacksonville music scene for 4 years. He plays guitar in multiple different bands at several local 
music venues such as Freebird, Jack Rabbits, 1904, The Alahambrah, and The Jacksonville 
Landing. 
 



Favorable Odds: The title derives its name from the fact that the overtone structure of the 
clarinet has only odd harmonics (frequencies that are 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. times the fundamental pitch 
played by the performer). It shares this characteristic with square waves and triangle waves. All 
sounds in the accompaniment have some connection to this sonic signature or to 
non-traditional clarinet noises. Among the techniques utilized are synthesized triangle and 
square waves, filtering, granular synthesis, live processing, sampling, and physical modeling. 
The rhythmic engine in the final section of the piece consists of bass clarinet samples I recorded 
in my first-ever encounter with the instrument as a "performer," having had no prior experience 
playing any reed instrument. 
 
Ohio University Distinguished Professor Emeritus Mark Phillips won the 1988 Barlow 
International Competition for Orchestral Music, leading to collaborations with conductor 
Leonard Slatkin. Following a national competition, Pi Kappa Lambda commissioned him to 
compose a work for their 2006 national conference in San Antonio.  His music has received 
hundreds of performances throughout the world —including dozens of orchestra performances 
by groups such as the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra and the Cleveland Orchestra — and has 
been recorded by Richard Stoltzman and the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra, the Lark 
Quartet, and several solo artists. For more information: www.coolvillemusic.com 
 
Dr. Andrea Cheeseman is Professor of Clarinet at Appalachian State University. A versatile 
performer, Cheeseman appears regularly as a soloist and collaborative musician. An advocate 
of new music, she has received invitations to perform at diverse festivals such as the 
Electroacoustic Barn Dance, SEAMUS, Third Practice and National Flute Association 
Conventions. Cheeseman earned the Doctorate of Musical Arts and Master of Music degrees in 
clarinet performance from Michigan State University and the Bachelor of Music degrees in 
clarinet performance and music education from Ithaca College. When not teaching or 
performing, Cheeseman spends her time gardening, swimming and practicing ashtanga yoga. 
 
Paul Leary is currently Assistant Professor of Music SUNY Oswego in Oswego, NY where he is 
teaching electronic music, theory, composition, music business, and popular music.  After 
earning degrees in music composition at the University of Michigan and the Cleveland Institute 
of Music, Dr. Leary completed a PhD in composition from Duke University in 2012. His recent 
video project with CCP Games’ EVE Online has been viewed 160,000 times on youtube. His 
choral music has been performed widely and his electronic music has been featured at over 
fourty concerts and festivals over the last few years including SEAMUS, The Florida State New 
Music Festival, the New York City Electro Acoustic Music Festival, The Electro Acoustic Barn 
Dance Festival, and Electronic Music Midwest. 
 
Capsule is a ballet-based video with 3D graphics and original computer music.  The video, 
prepared using green screen (chroma key) techniques and the Cinema 4D graphics application, 
places a ballerina in unexpected contexts and environments, including a floating chrome 
capsule that reappears throughout, an antique syringe, popsicle fireworks, a 
movement-mirroring pin sculpture, steel eyeballs and so forth.  The music, in parallel, 



incorporates the environment’s foley (sound effect) cues into the compositional texture, which 
formally is a series of timbrel and textural variations on several musical ideas presented early 
on. 
 
Jeffrey Hass (composer/videographer) is currently Professor of Composition at Indiana 
University, Bloomington, where he serves as the Director of the Center for Electronic and 
Computer Music (CECM).  He has composed many works for electronics with live instruments 
and ensembles, as well as new works for contemporary dance.  A Fellow of the Institute for 
Digital Arts and Humanities, he has investigated new interfaces for live interaction between 
music, video and dance, and created hybrid video/computer music works with 3D motion 
graphics. Mr. Hass has also served on the faculties of Rutgers University and the Interlochen 
Center for the Arts.  
 
Butterfly in a Jar How is it that the world is getting happier? The secret of happiness is 
freedom. Without freedom, we don't have happiness. But, without happiness, the freedom one 
has had is not real but delusional. Freedom and happiness are the same goal. But we must 
understand both of them broadly and know them wisely. 
 
Composer and singer Xenia Zemskaja (1987) was born in Estonia. After successfully 
completing her university studies at Tallinn Music and Theatre Academy and Chopin University 
of Music in Warsaw she is doing projects for music, film and theatre arts.  
https://soundcloud.com/xenia-zemskaja 
http://xeniazemskaja.com/ 
 
Inspired by my re-reading of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land, …a handful of dust takes the famous 
line “I will show you fear in a handful of dust” literally and figuratively as a point of departure. 
Created using extremely short bursts of noise and pitches from an analog synthesizer, these 
sources are then processed into clouds of sonic material. These swarms of particles swirl 
around the listener as both literal dust, and an examination of both the passage of time and fear 
of death, and the impending dissolution of a relationship due to trivial bickering envisaged in 
the poem.  
 
Born in Lansing, Benjamin Fuhrman is a graduate of the doctoral program in music composition 
at Michigan State University, where his principle instructors were Dr. Ricardo Lorenz and Dr. 
Mark Sullivan. He also holds a master’s degree in music composition from Michigan State 
University, and a bachelor’s degree in violin performance from Hope College, where his 
principle instructor was Mihai Craioveanu. He has had works commissioned from a number of 
performers and has been performed throughout the world.  
 
Mark Snyder is a composer, performer, producer, songwriter, video artist and teacher living in 
Jacksonville, Florida. Mark’s multimedia compositions have been described as “expansive, 
expressive, extremely human, ….Snyder’s compositions attract performers who resist to works 
with electronics as well as audiences who don’t think they want to hear computer processing.” 



Dr. Snyder is Visiting Assistant Professor of Music Business at Jacksonville University teaching 
courses in music business, audio production and music technology . He earned his D.M.A. from 
the University of Memphis and an M.M. from Ohio University. He is a member of the American 
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), the Audio Engineering Society (AES), 
The National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (NARAS) Society of Composers 
Incorporated (SCI) and Society of Electroacoustic Musicians in the US (SEAMUS). 
 
Samuel Wells is a composer, performer, and music technologist based in New York City. As an 
advocate for new and exciting music, he actively commissions and performs contemporary 
works. Sam has performed throughout North America, as well as in China and France. He has 
also been a guest artist/composer at universities throughout North America, including Western 
Michigan University, Western University of Ontario, and Northern Arizona University. He is a 
recipient of a 2016 Jerome Fund for New Music award, and his work, stringstrung, is the winner 
of the 2016 Miami International Guitar Festival Composition Competition. He has performed 
electroacoustic works for trumpet and presented his own music at the Bang on a Can Summer 
Festival, Chosen Vale International Trumpet Seminar, Electronic Music Midwest, Electroacoustic 
Barn Dance, NYCEMF, N_SEME, and SEAMUS festivals. Sam and his music have also been 
featured by the Kansas City Electronic Music and Arts Alliance (KcEMA) and Fulcrum Point 
Discoveries. Sam is a member of Arcus Collective, Kludge, and SPLICE Ensemble. 
 
Sea Foam Cotton Undertoes is part of a nine-movement tone poem, about my final 
conversation with my grandmother. In the last year of her life, her dementia had progressed to 
the point where she had lost all sense of time. Her stories could go for hours, slowly ebbing and 
flowing, circling around themselves like an eddy at the edge of a river. And as she sunk deeper 
into dementia, her timelessness became more pronounced. Our final conversation was a 
beautiful moment, suspended in time and space. This piece is my attempt to capture that final, 
wonderful conversation: a timeless ghost. 
 
Hunter Ewen (b. 1984) is a dramatic composer, educator, and multimedia designer. His 
acoustic compositions garner awards and performances from SEAMUS, Punto y Raya, 
Ouroboros Review, The Playground Ensemble, Manchester New Music, CSU Fullerton, New 
Horizons Festival, Gamma UT, and Studio 300. Ewen’s work has been performed across North 
America, Europe, Australia, and Asia by groups like the Beethoven Academy Orchestra, Cairo 
Symphony, Silesian Philharmonic, Greater Cleveland Flute Society, Science on a Sphere, 
Frequent Flyers Aerial Dance, Third Coast Percussion, Alarm Will Sound, and by distinguished 
performers like Greg Banaszak, Lina Bahn, and Bill Mooney. 
 
Set Me As A Seal is a setting of verses from Song of Solomon. The setting of seal in ancient 
times involved using a heavy wax, pressed in with a signet ring or medallion. The seal was 
meant to convey the power of authority for the message-contained therein. The music 
represents, in some ways, the setting of a seal; long tones give way to faster moving sections, 
as if the words are being “pressed” into a musical landscape. As the piece concludes, the 
harmonic and melodic sequences fade into nothingness, symbolizing the receding of waters 



that are described in the verse. This piece is dedicated to the memory of my grandmother, who 
always loved hearing the bold sounds of her Lutheran choir. 
 
Michael James Olson is a Minnesota-based composer, performer, producer, and media artist. 
Michael’s concert music has been performed throughout the world, including the Beijing 
Science Museum, SEAMUS, ICMC, EMM, EABD, Noisefloor Festival, International Saxophone 
Symposium, and Audiograft Festival, among others. Michael is the co-Director of the Root 
Signals Electronic Music Festival, an semi-annual festival of electronic music and media art 
which is held at campuses across the country. Michael’s music and production has been 
featured on more than 30 albums and in films and television, including programs on MTV, VH1, 
E!, Spike, ABC, NBC, PBS, and CBS. He holds a MM from Georgia Southern University, and a 
Doctorate from Ball State University. Michael currently serves as Assistant Professor of Music 
Composition and Music Technology at Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
 
Timothy Snyder directs the Jacksonville University Singers, Chorale, Men's and Women's 
Choirs, and teaches courses in choral arranging, literature, conducting, choral methods and 
music history.  He was honored with the Faculty Excellence Award for Teaching at JU in 2013. 
Dr. Snyder taught high school in Fairfield County, Connecticut, and served on the music 
faculties of Connecticut College and the Yale School of Music. While at Yale, he established the 
Yale Glee Club/New Haven High School Choral Festival, an annual event now in its twelfth year, 
and established a similar project at Jacksonville University in 2012. Choruses under his direction 
have toured throughout the United States, to the People's Republic of China and on eight 
European concert tours.  Most recently, he led members of the JU choirs on concert tours of 
France (2013) and Italy (2016) where they presented concerts in Venice, Florence, Lucca, Assisi 
and in Rome at St. Peter's Basilica.  
 
Selected annually by audition, the twenty-six members of the Jacksonville University Singers 
perform an eclectic and challenging repertoire spanning the centuries and the globe including 
Renaissance polyphony, Baroque and Classical masterworks, folksongs, music theatre, opera 
and new music by living composers.  The University Singers maintain an active performance 
schedule, appearing frequently on campus, in the community and on tour.  

 
 





 

 

Join us for these upcoming events in the Division of Music: 
 

Soprano Kimberly Beasley recreates a recital 

 given by the great Prima Donna, Fracesca Zarad 

February 16 at 7:30pm 

Terry Concert Hall 

 

Aida the Musical 

February 15, 17, 23 at 7:30pm 

February 25 at 2:00pm 

Swisher Theater 

 

Faculty New Music Concert 

February 21 at 6:00pm 

Terry Concert Hall 

 

Mrs. Warren’s Profession 

February 16 at 7:30 PM 

Terry Concert Hall 

 

JU Wind Ensemble And The First Coast Wind Symphony: Music Of Frank Ticheli 

February 16, 22, and 24 at 7:30pm 

February 18 at 2:00pm 

Swisher Theater 

 

 

Visit jutickets.com for a full calendar listing. 
 


